
Circular dated 25-03-2020 – BBMP 

(ENGLISH TRANSLATION) 
 

Subject: Implementation of measures to control Corona Virus in all Apartments under        

               BBMP keeping the Social distancing and the Quarantine measures as the      

                base. 

 

In view of the fact that there are many cases of Corona Virus reported in Bangalore, it is 

necessary to takeaction to control the same with immediate effect treating the same as 

an Emergency. With a view to follow the Social Distancing and Quarantine measures 

wherever necessary, it is imperative on the part of all the Apartments, Layouts under 

BBMP area to follow the instructions indicated below. The concerned Officers of BBMP 

are authorized to make sure the apartments follow them. 

 

1. All apartments / Layouts should compulsorily follow Spraying and disinfection in 

the entire area. 

2. Visitors coming into and going out of apartments have to undergo hand 

sanitization. Make sure the apartments keep stock of them and the visitors adopt 

the instructions before entry. 

3. Visitors have to compulsorily undergo Thermal Scanning on entry at the gate. 

4. Residents showing signs of cold and cough to be referred to the Medical 

authorities and undergo necessary treatment.  

5. People should maintain safe distance between them and wear masks. 

6. Housekeeping, maintenance and security Staff should wear hand gloves, masks 

and shoe while working and use hand sanitizers/ Dettol frequently to avoid 

infection. 

7. Segregation of Wet, dry and medical/sanitary Waste be insisted without throwing 

them in the premises.Sanitary and Bio-Medicalwaste to be separately put in 

paper or eco - friendly covers and put into a separate dustbin and handed over to 

BBMP or bulk waste Vendors. 

8. Apartment facilities like gym, swimming pool, clubhouse, park, Children play area  

to be compulsorily shut down and shall not be used until further notice by 

Government. 

 

The above instructions will apply to all the apartments, Layouts to be followed strictly, 

failing which stringent action would be taken for any lapses. 

 

         BBMP Commissioner. 

 


